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Behind the scenes of le kadeau 
branding photo shooting.

A journey into
nature and
design 
between 
reason and 
emotions
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A CONTEMPORARY STORY:
ABOUT LE KADEAU

Le Kadeau is the dream of a young 
italian designer, graduated in Jewellery 
Design at “Scuola Orafa Ambrosiana” 
in Milan, aiming to embrace the values 
of her familiar traditions in jewellery 
f ield with a new brand for today’s 
women: elegant, brave, f ree and 
ironic. Le Kadeau wants to create an 
innovative vision, with international 
and independent spirit, through 
radical and conscious stylistic choices.

The collections are inspired by the 
shapes and the movements of nature 
distilled into geometrical simple 
shapes and transformed into unique 
details: perfect ornaments for woman’s 
body, the outcome of an incessant 
search of innovative solutions.

In the heart of Le Kadeau there are 
women: their beauty, their bravery and 
their authenticity.
Le Kadeau woman is the essence of 
the essence of unique landscapes, 
where nature combines itself with art, 
architecture and emotions.
Each woman should feel at ease every 
single moment with her jewels in daily 
life and special occasions.

I decided to combine Le Kadeau with 
Italian excellence in craftsmanship 
values: that’s why my creations are 
entirely made by the hands of italian 
skilled artisans, using diamonds and 
750/1000 gold with different colours 
created for each parure.
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It’s about 
our personal 
choices, which 
make us real:
imperfection 
and details 
show us how
genuinely are.
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SIMPLICITY AND MINIMALISM

Essencial jewels are Le Kadeau’s prêt-à-
porter par excellence. Ready to be worn 
in moments of pure relaxation at home, 
combined with each other or with more 
daring jewellery.  
 
They are made of 9Kt rose gold, matte 
effect, with a minimalist design: the Fir drop 
earrings, the Bulb ring with pendant, the 
Flake rigid bracelet, the Berry necklace in 
two versions, with one or more pendants 
and the Cone button earrings. 
 
The Essential collection is simple, discreet 
and designed to meet your every need. All 
the pieces in the collection with pendants 
are designed to create movement with a 
triangular ornamental element, with subtle 
and elegant lines that sways when worn. 
 
Simple, discreet and minimal.

Live 
Essential
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DANCE, RITHM AND NATURE

The Swing collection, in 9KT rose gold, 
is inspired by pine needles, Shanghai 
structures and dance movements. It 
consists of pendant and lobe earrings, 
bracelet, ring and three necklaces of 
different lengths, formed by compositions of 
needles that, through modular overlapping, 
create a kinetic game.
The shapes are irregular and organic, and 
come f rom the aesthetic simplif ication of 
the pine leaf, the f ringes of the Charleston 
clothes and the dynamism of the 
overlapping bodies in the act of dancing.

In this collection all styles of dance are 
evoked, f rom the most ancient traditions to 
the contemporary. Dance, as the maximum 
expression of our ability to feel the nature 
and the listening to our inner self, becomes 
a symbol of re-appropriation of the female 
body. Swing jewels are placed within this 
journey like special objects evoking these 
sensations: physicality, sensuality and 
conf idence.

Dance
with Swing
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A DANDELION FEELING

Dandelion collection is the story of a 
transformation whose aesthetic result is 
a natural scenography where childhood 
memories and kitenik feelings are 
suggested by the specif ic design of the 
dandelion flower.

The collection is composed by eight pieces: 
four in rose gold, Essential Rose Gold, 
inspired by the natural color of human 
skin, and four in white gold and diamonds, 
Midnight White Gold and Diamond, for 
those who are looking for timeless pieces.

Each jewel has its own identity: if Essential 
Rose Gold celebrates mind calms, the 
sweetness of the new season together with 
the simple and joyful things of daily life, 
Midnight jewels with their diamonds and 
the elegant white gold will make you fall 
in love with hot evenings and capture the 
f renzy of sparkling nights, in the eternal 
feeling of being playful and escape the 
sunlight.

This is
Dandelion
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Cosmic Earrings, Glow Necklace, 
Still Bracelet and Pause Ring 
are surrounded by a rotating 
dandelion flower made up of 
swinging sequins.
These jewels are designed for 
those with a playful and ironic 
soul, for the dreamers and for 
those who want to go back in time 
to their childhood and immerse 
themselves in an imaginary 
universe, entering new and 
uncharted style territories.
If jewel is an extension of our 
personal style, it also an intrinsic 
part of who we are.
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The collection takes part in this 
adventure as the designer gift for 
women who love to be surprised 
and never underestimate the 
importance of details.

Take your time and start playing!
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Head of Design: Laura Bosisio
Art Direction: Caterina Corti

Photography: Roberta Ungaro and Marco Chiodi
Modeling and Render: Andrea Zaneboni

Styling: Andrea Zaneboni
Make Up: Sara Mencattelli

Hair: Gianmarco Grazi
Model: Pavlina Eneva

Copywriting: Caterina Corti

info@lekadeau.com
IG lekadeau_ jewels


